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What is  
Advocacy?



The Role of an Advocate

An advocate help victims in the midst of overcoming their 
situation. The advocate is a messenger for change to prevent 

future violence. Victims of domestic violence have a long road 
ahead of them when they make the brave decision to leave their 

abusers and reclaim their lives.



The Role of an Advocate
The role and responsibilities of an advocate depends on the needs of the agency. The
responsibilities may consist of:

§Answering the crisis hotline

§Accompany client to hospital 

§Accompany client to legal hearings

§Case management 

§Safety planning and assessment 



Safety 
Planning

A safety plan is intended 
to assist victims in 

securing their physical 
safety and personal well-

being. It is not a 
substitute for law 
enforcement and 
professional help. 



Safety 
Planning

A safety plan empowers 
the victim to reclaim a 

sense of safety and 
security by addressing 
immediate safety needs 
and outlining strategies 
to help reduce incidents 

of harm. 



Safety 
Planning

Unfortunately, 
constructing and 

implementing a safety 
plan cannot ensure that 
an individual will not 
face violence again. 



Safety 
Planning

The goal is to help 
victims be as safe 
as possible given 

their current 
circumstances. 



Safety Planning
When an advocate is assisting the person 
with a plan of safety, keep in mind the 
following:

•Victims may not want to share the answers to all 
the questions that the advocate ask.  It is okay. 

•The advocate does not have to ask every question, 
because it may be overwhelming to the victim!

•Allow the victim’s experience and current situation 
to help determine which questions are appropriate.

•Safety planning is an ongoing process, not a one-
time conversation.



Safety Planning
The Advocate’s initial conversation 

with the victim should give the 
advocate a sense of his or her 

immediate safety needs, which in turn, 
will help the advocate and the victim to 

identify safety issues that require 
immediate attention and those that can 
be addressed when the advocate meet 

with the victim.



Safety Planning

Two types of safety plans:
§If the victim chooses to stay at their current address

§If the victim has left their current address



Safety Planning
If the victim chooses to leave their current address, the advocate should:
§Inquire about the emotional state and safety of the victim.

§Explore housing and safety options with the victim

§Explore seeking medical attention and completing a “rape kit.” 

§Ask the victim about their concerns and/or feelings of reporting the perpetrator to law 
enforcement.

§Discuss with the victim dynamics of The Victim’s Rights and Victim’s Compensation.

§Make referrals as needed.

§Make a list of individuals they can trust.



Crime 
Compensation 
Application

The Crime Victim Compensation 
Division provides financial 

assistance to victims of crime and 
their family members. The goal of 
the Crime Victim Compensation is 

to provide a method of 
compensating and assisting those 
persons who are innocent victims 
of criminal acts and who suffer 

bodily injury or death.



Safety Planning
Safety planning if the victims choose to stay at their current address:

qAsk the victim who can they trust that can respond to a crisis.

qAdvise the victim about the importance of preparing a “safety place” to go during arguments.

qAdvise the victim to avoid rooms with no exits or rooms with weapons such as the kitchen.

qAdvise the victim about the importance of teaching the children where to go to be safe and who
to call for help.

qShare an option concerning the sleeping arrangements.



Safety Planning
Safety planning if the victims choose to stay at their current address:
qShare that it is important to regularly clear history and cookies on the home computer.

qShare safety tool of establish a “code word or sign that mean, “get out!” or share with
your support network that means “I Need Help!”

qShare the importance of memorizing all important numbers.

qShare with the victim it is important to keep an old cell phone available.

qSuggest to the victim another safety plan is to park the vehicle in a parking spot so that
they can leave quickly.



Safety Planning
Safety planning if victims choose to leave their current
situation. The advocate can suggest the following options:

qPack a bag that includes all important papers and documents

qShare that it is important to hide the bag in a secret location. If it is
discovered call it a, “hurricane or tornado bag” or a if a fire occur!



Safety Planning
Examples of important papers, documents and other items

§Bank Statements

§Marriage License 

§Passport

§Social Security Cards

§Bills In Your Names

§Prescription Drugs & medical records

§Cash, Keys, and Credit Cards. 



Safety Planning
§Do not tell the children your plans until it is time to leave.  Reassure them they 
will be safe.

§An option is to relocate to the nearest domestic violence shelter of homeless 
shelter.

§It is important that the advocate share with the victim the importance of 
keeping their support network a secret.



Safety Planning
§Suggest to the victim when they feel comfortable to notify their employer, family and friends that 
they have left the abusive relationship and they do not want any contact with the abuser.

§Share with the victim they should change all appointments relating to medical and legal matters.

§Share with the victim another safety tool is to change phone and phone number as there are 
devices that can be placed on phones that monitors their current and present location.

§Another safety tool to share with the victim to change the password to their computer or take it 
with them when they are leaving.



Safety 
Planning
Safety planning when 

victims are being stalked

qSTALKING SHOULDN’T BE KEPT 
A SECRET. Share with parents, a 
trusted adult or the local police to 
determine if a report can be made.

qKeep cell phones charged and 
have emergency contact 
numbers programmed under a 
different name.

qMemorize all important 
numbers.



Safety 
Planning
Safety planning when 

victims are being stalked

qTake different routes when driving or 
use the different modes of 
transportation.

qCurrent and long-term safety can be 
ongoing concern for victims. Safety 
planning should be periodic and 
conducted throughout the advocate-
client relationship.

qHowever, if the victim fears for their life 
that they are in imminent danger should 
call 911 immediately!



Seminar 102: Thursday, September 3, 2020

Session 1: What is the Role of Advocate & Safety Planning

Objectives:
• To define the role of a sexual assault advocate
• To outline/discuss the importance of safety planning with survivors of interpersonal abuse
• To describe the need for advocates to help empower victims to make life choices

Learning outcomes
At the end of this track, the participants will learn the responsibilities of an advocate and why creating a 
safety plan with the survivor should be one of their first steps to having a violence free life

Presenters:
Ms. Doris Lee, Victim Service Specialist, Our House, Inc.
Dr. Patricia Ann Davenport, L.S.W., Executive Director, Our House, Inc.
(2 General CEUs)



Safety Planning
Dr. Patricia Ann Davenport, L.S.W.





Safety Planning






